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Great idea, congress should do whatever it can to reduce drug prices.

Don’t want government messing with a good thing, drug companies 
have largely delivered against the promise of developing new health and 

life improving drugs and therapies.

Wrong question, government should be trying to reduce drug prices
while not harming the innovation engine that has delivered countless

new therapies and drugs.

Not sure or don't have an opinion

Q1 - US government's focus on reducing drug prices
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Government should eliminate the entire rebate system; it complicates the
process and is non-value added.

Let the free-markets take care of the problem; we are already seeing some
new PBM's with a 100% pass thru business model and online software

companies publishing drug prices across all retail sources

Have government require increased price transparency of markups at every
point in the value chain (drug company, distributor, pharmacy)

Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Q2 - Eliminating drug rebates or mandating a 100% rebate pass through to the consumer
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Great idea, it will reduce drug prices and have little to no negative
unintended consequences.

Bad idea, it will likely cause the cost of Canadian drug prices to rise and
have little improvement on US drug prices and ultimatley will affect

monies available for drug development.

Good idea in principle because it eliminates market barriers but the
potential for negative unintended consequences is significant and this
should be carefully studied and even piloted before it is implemented.

Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Q4 - Allow consumers to buy drugs from Canada is a way to reduce drug prices.
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Good idea, If in the aggregate Medicare Part B physicians are not being
squeezed

This could materially help some physicians and hurt others – the government 
should not be taking such a big role in physician profitability.

Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Other (please specify)

Q5- Change Medicare Part B Drug Payment to Physicians to a flat rate instead of 6% of the 
drug price
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Q6 - Which of the following Best describes your current job level
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Great idea, drug companies are gaming the system

Bad idea: drug companies still invest in R&D and it would
adversly affect monies available for R&D

It's complicated - Needs a middle answer to control drug
prices and reward Pharmacos for innovation and risk taking.

Other

Q1 - Reduce or eliminate patent extensions for evergeen strategies; new 
indications, new compounds or improved technology
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Great idea - gov't should get involved in cases where
the free market does not work well

Bad idea - Gov't should not be manufacturing drugs for
any reason as this is a slippery slope to broader…

Gov't should modify and improve their current incentive
structure to solve the problem.

Other

Q2 - Gov't should manufacture drugs in cases where low demand creates 
micro-monopolies
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Great idea, let free market competition do the work of
lowering drug prices

Bad idea, prioritization of drug approvals should be
based on improved health outcomes with everything

else being a secondary concern

FDA should be given the capacity to fast track drugs that
either create more competition or provide improved

health outcomes.

Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Q3 Give Medicare Part D authority to negotiate drug prices.
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1. Great idea,This will allow fair profits and control drug
costs.

2. Bad idea, will negatively affect R&D investment because
this does ot account for costs associated with failed drugs

and without the potential for big gains investments in…

3. Government should not be regulating profits

4. Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Q4 - Government should cap drug company ROI on new drugs
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Good idea, If in the aggregate Medicare Part B physicians
are not being squeezed

This could materially help some physicians and hurt others 
– the government should not be taking such a big role in …

Not sure or don’t have an opinion

Other (please specify)

Q5- Limit drug prices to a foreign price benchmarks?
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Great idea - Govt can help increase monies from other
countries to fund drug innovation.

Bad idea – keep the govt out of global healthcare

Very complex; Much of the world only gets generics and
Vaccines.  Approaches would need to be varied by region

and by country.

Other

Given much of drug development is funded by the US – The govt. should work with 
world leaders & drug co’s to find a more equitable system.
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Great idea, FDA should do all it can to bring biosimilars
to the market faster

Not enough, need new laws requiring patent
transparency for all biologic drugs (similar to Hatch-…

Still not enough, need new laws requiring transparency
of unpatented manufacturing processes even if…

Other

Q2 - Gov't should manufacture drugs in cases where low demand creates 
micro-monopolies
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1.  Great idea, these type of branded drug co tactics need
to be reigned in.

2.  Bad idea, some of the information held back is
considered a trade secret

3.  Not enough, even more needs to be done such as
government funded research and/or increase FDA capacity

to enable fast tracking of genrics to market

4. Other

Q4 - Government should cap drug company ROI on new drugs
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 Great idea; this leverages in place programs and will not
affect monies available for drug innovation

Not enough; a good start but this only helps a small
popultation

Bad idea; there are non-profits and drug companies already
creating visibility to assistance programs and drug…

Other

Q5- Limit drug prices to a foreign price benchmarks?



 

 

Respondent Profile 
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Acceleration of advanced analytics driving precision
mediciine

Coms campaign to change the debate from being price
to not hurting drug innovation

Focus lobbying to influence congress

Increased M&A to find early stage drugs and molecules
and IP

Q3 Rank in order of importance actions Drug companies should take in 
preparation for potential drug pricing reform  actions
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Q6 - Which of the following Best describes your current job level
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Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology and CRO

Medical Device, Medical Technology and Medical…

Healthcare Software and Services

Drug and device Distribution

Healthcare Payer

Healthcare Provider

Private Equity

Venture Capital

Banking

Pharmacy and PBM

Other

Q7 - Which of the following best describes your principle industry?


